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Planning, Implementing, and Maintaining a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Environment (Exam 70-296)

Third paragraph, first sentence:
ASR is a two-part process that uses a
startup floppy disk to boot the Windows
Server 2003 computer ...

Exam Alert, last sentence:
The is a WLAN-specific exam, so don't ...

First bullet, first sentence:
This option configures auditing to occur for user
This option configures auditing to occur for logons.
user logons and logoffs.

Second bullet:
Allows the Windows Server 2003 Professional
operating ...

Fourth paragraph, last sentence:
Policies are applied following the rules of
LSDOU; within a container, they are applied
in the link order, with the policy that is
listed last being applied last.

Question 19, add to the end of the question: (Select all that apply)
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Policies are applied following the rules of LSDOU;
within a container, they are applied in the link order,
with the policy that is listed at the top being applied
last.

Allows the Windows 2000 and above operating ...

The is not a WLAN-specific exam, so don't ...

ASR is a two-part process that uses a startup floppy
disk and the original Windows installation CD-ROM to
boot the Windows Server 2003 computer ...

This template is used to remove the additional
permissions granted to users of Terminal Services. By
default, additional permissions are used to allow older
programs to work properly with Terminal Services. If
Terminal Services is not used, this template has no
effect.

Table 2.1, last description should be
changed to:
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Question 19's answer should read:
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Answers B and C are correct. Although answer A provided
the answer Bertram requires, the Group Policy Management
Console requires the installation of software. The
GPRESULT command line tool and the Resultant Set of
Policies snap-in are available by default in Windows XP.
Answer D is incorrect because this, too, requires a
software installation.

B and C

This errata sheet is intended to provide updated technical information. Spelling and grammar misprints are updated
during the reprint process, but are not listed on this errata sheet.

Answer 19:
C
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